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Strengthen defenses with 
Google Workspace and 
JumpCloud

Google Workspace is architected with the modern
threat and regulatory landscape in mind

AI-powered threat defenses
Google automatically blocks 
more than 99.9% of spam, 
malware, and phishing messages

Compliance and sovereignty
Workspace is certified against 
rigorous industry standards and 
offers digital sovereignty controls

Zero trust controls
Built-in zero trust access, data 
protection, and threat 
prevention controls

Cloud-native infrastructure
Workspace runs on Google’s global 
infrastructure and network to keep 
apps up to date and safe

38% 
more cyberattacks in 2022 
compared to 20211

1.2M
phishing attacks in the first 
quarter of 20222

74%
of companies surveyed 
expect an increase in 
regulatory activity3

https://pages.checkpoint.com/cyber-attack-2022-trends.html
https://apwg.org/trendsreports/
https://legal.thomsonreuters.com/content/dam/ewp-m/documents/legal/en/pdf/reports/cost-of-compliance-2022-competing-priorities.pdf?form=thankyou&gatedContent=%252Fcontent%252Fewp-marketing-websites%252Flegal%252Fgl%252Fen%252Finsights%252Freports%252Fcost-of-compliance-2022-competing-priorities


Zero trust security
Seamlessly grant access to all the 
applications users need, on a trusted 
device of their choice.

Get started today with JumpCloud and seamlessly manage 
identities, access, and devices across your organization 
from one platform.

Simplify access
Extend Google Workspace with unified 
device and access management, giving 
users one identity for everything they 
need, no matter where they are.

Connect — anywhere, anytime
Connect to any resource from any 
location using a trusted device to keep 
employees productive from wherever 
they work.

Streamline onboarding 
Get new users onboarded quickly by 
automating user lifecycle workflows 
and rapidly provisioning and managing 
user access across applications, 
devices, and networks.

Cut complexity and costs
Unify identity, access, and cross-OS 
device management, in a 
cost-effective manner that doesn't 
sacrifice security or functionality.
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            Ready to get started? 
Learn more at 
http://jumpcloud.com/leverage-jumpcl
oud-and-google-together 

Save time
Get complete visibility of user access 
and device posture, saving time from 
troubleshooting, audits, and 
compliance.

http://jumpcloud.com/leverage-jumpcloud-and-google-together
http://jumpcloud.com/leverage-jumpcloud-and-google-together

